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MANIFESTO

SUMMER. SUN. SEA.
HOLIDAY. NOSTALGIA.
TANNED SKIN. SEX. 
JETSET. HEDONISM

André Courreges / Paco Rabbane / Richard Avedon / Maserati Ghibli / Yves Saint Laurent / Halston / 
Helmut Newton / Björn Borg / Lauren Hutton / Pierre Cardin / Lamborghini Miura / David Bailey / Braniff Int. / 
Ursula Andress / Godard / Delon / Jane Birkin / Eero Saarinen / Pierre Koenig / Polaroids / Revox / Citröen SM / 
Paul Rudolph / Velvet Underground / Joy Division / Robert Evans / Alain Renais / St.Tropez 

Inspired by



AUDIENCE

In its short existance, Mirage has 
reached both the establishment and 

emerging opinion leaders of our time.

Mirage readers are urban, 28-45, hungry for the 
new, with disposable income. The secondary 
target group consists of women 18-25, fashion 
conscious, in search of a medium reflecting a 

more natural image of women.

Mirage Target Group

Facebook Demographics.
39.000 Fans

Female 56%

Male 40%
  13-17                    18-24                     25-34                      35-44

21% 24 % 6 %

7,3 % 18 % 9,7 %

2,6 %

0,63 %



REACH

The Mirage Fashion Book is published annually. Utilising the Conde 
Nast / Vogue network, a global circulation of 28.000 copies has 
been reached. 75% of the circulation sells. Trendsetting concept 

stores like Colette / Paris, Magma / London, Papercut / Stockholm 
or Do you read me? / Berlin sell Mirage in large quantities. 

American Apparel is a premium distribution partner. 
Due to the exclusive nature of the object, Mirage has a 

viewing rate of 5.7 persons per magazine.

Advertising Partner

Germany .....................................     8.000
USA  ..............................................     6.000
UK ................................................      2.800
Australia  ..................................... 1.200
Scandinavia ...............................  1.400
Western Europe  
(France, Italy, Netherlands) ......      1.900
Asia (Japan, China, Hongkong)   1.500

Sales Overview

Boutique Hotels ..............   1.200 
Fashion and Art Fairs .....   1.000 
American Apparel .........   2.000

Total ...............................   26.000

Awards

Partnerships



SUBJECTS
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Lancia Stratos/Zero 197o.
The Stratos Zero Protype was a concept car designed by Berttones 
Head Designer Marcello Gandini for the Turin Motor show 197o. 
Gandinis idea was to create a line which is both aerodynamically 
efficient and aesthetically pleasing. The philosophy which led to this 
design started in 1966 with the Miura and continued through the 

Marzal (see Mirage o1), Carabo and Urraco. It  reached the stage 
where the only glass areas of the car were the trapezium-shaped 
windscreen and the small sidewindows. Entry to the car was effected 
by stepping onto the panel ahead of the lift-up windscreen/door and 
climbing into the cars “mouth”.
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Carolyn photographed by Fabrizio Rainone.
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Jacket by Trevor Bolongaro / Neclace by Ericson Beamon

The Alfa Caimano was presented to the public on the 53rd Turin Motor 
Show in 1971. It was designed by Giugaro. Under the enormous windscreen 
which looks like a dome one finds a two-seater coupé with an extraordinary 
cockpit. Having entered the passengers compartment by opening the 
windscreen-door unit one notices the unsual five gauges. Instead of the 
common instruments Guigaro designed rectangular gauges which inform 
about speed, revolutions, water temperature, oil pressure and the fuel 
reservoir. Driver and passenger sit in deck-chair-like seats. Having no air 
condition, Caimano becomes a rolling glass house with extremely high 
temperatures when the sun shines. If you switch on the lights, the front 
“sleeping eyes” lights fold out of the bonnet. 
The Caimano is on display in the Milan Alfamuseum.

Alfasud Caimano
by Giugaro.

Perry Motorcylce Jacket; Photographer‘s own 

Anneke Dürkopp by Autumn Sonnichsen Photo Assistants MANUEL LIST & THOMAS GLASER Hair and Make up by TINKA LUOTAKOVA at Louisa  Retouching by ANDI KUONATH  at Redfishblack

Photography by ANNE-CONSTANCE FRÉNOY 
Model SONIA G at

Where the 
pavement
turns to 
sand.

Capeline by American Apparel /  Vintage Flare jeans by Jousse London

Fever 
on the  
freeway.

Photography by HENRIK PURIENNE
Styling by CHLOE CASSIDY
Styling Assistance by KAREN WIEFFERING
Model AMANDA JOUBERT and 
EMMA MENTEATH at Boss Models.

Vintage Swimsuit by Killiwatch Paris.

Stuntman is the name of the fifth solo album released in 1979 by Tangerine Dream leader and german electronic pioneer 
Edgar Froese. We talk about the days of huge keyboard castles on stage, where everything had to be done manual. 
If a Kraftwerk performance was focused on 4 men with simple equipment, Edgar and his Tangerine Dreams looked like 
long haired warp system operators. The music itself seemed to be inspired by two sources. Froeses encounter with Salvador 
Dali (he was invited to perform in Dalis Cadaqués villa in the sixties) and a fascination with a new electronic gadget: The 
sequencer. The album art itself was done by a long time collaborator, his wife Monique Froese and is a nice example 
of the end seventies conceptual art movement in germany. Froese’s composition “Stuntman” has been used as the 
opening theme music for “Mabat Sheni” (“Second Look”), an investigative news program from Channel One television 
in Israel, since the 198os.

Object N  21
Stuntman. Edgar Froese.
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Colorado 
Mountain 

The restriction of a steppy sloping site with 
minimal support conditions, and a desire 
to disturb the landscape as little as possible, 
resulted in an award-winning design for a 
mountain cabin by Arley Rinehart Associates. 

A bridge gives access to a mezzanine in the 
main unit; opposite the entrance door are the 
kitchen and bathroom.

The Essone Prefects Pad.
This 1977 Design by Pierre Guariche for the official residence of one of´s France chief civil administrators is based on an open plan arrangement 
with minimal brickwork to define private areas.In the shown conversation area light is controlled by white curtains of Tergal and raw silk, which 
cover the entire glass wall and by numerous dimmer-controlled lights set above the suspended ceiling of blonde Oregon pine. In the background 
can be seen the steel fireplace by the famous french sculptor Philolaos. Sofas and Armchairs by Afra & Tobia Scarpa
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The Marzal served as prototype for the Espada production 
model. The car was first presented at the Geneva automobile 
Salon in 1967. Prince Rainier and Princess Gracia Patricia used 
it as their opening vehicle for the Monaco Grand Prix in the 
same year. Today it is on exhibit in the Lamborghini Museum 
in Sant agata Bolognese, Italy. 

Photography by Ben Redgrove / Originally published by Wallpaper Magazine

1967 Lamborghini 
Marzal by Bertone

Object N  6
Did photographing these cars make you question 
the direction of modern car design?
It made me realise how brave and forward thinking 
designers were back in the 60s and how safety and 
environmental constraints now control the design of 
vehicles rather than a simple aesthetic.

Favourite details?
I loved that all the windows, wheel details, seats, steer-
ing wheel on the Marzal are all hexagons, and that 
the Alfa was the first wedge design.

Where were these shot?
The areas the cars were shot in were where the cli-
ents would be bought to view their designs. A good 
overall light would illuminate the car evenly as it 
rotated on a platform. Each room seemed to fit the 
period perfectly. Now they show the car to clients 
on a big screen in 3D modelling prgramme before 
anything has actually been made.

Which of these dreamcars would you like parked 
at your house?
An Alfa Romeo Montreal would have been lovely 
and there was also the Lancia Stratos Concept in 
gold, which have fascinated me since childhood.                 
www.benedictredgrove.com

Photographer Ben Redgrove 
turns his lens on a different 
kind of supermodel.
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different 
Colors
made 
of Tears.
Photo
graphy by
Purienne
Model
Aymeline
Valade

TShirt Vintage by Calvin klein 



Silent guns 
of love.

Photography by KESLER TRAN
Models FAITH, NOORA, SARAH, TAYLOR, KLARA.

DESIGN LANGUAGE

The Mirage Form Language is unique in its 
appearance. Octagonal Forms reference 
the days of Seventies Corporate Architec-
ture and consequent Design Standards. The 
strictness of the grid transports a feeling of 
timelessness and trendimmunity.



MANTRA

The Blueprint 
for the Dreamworld 
of the Individualist.
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Photography by AKILA BERJAOUI
Styling by AKILA BERJAOUI,
LAURA MAY GIBBS & AKIRA GARTON 
Model EVA DOWNEY at The Agency

Praying to the 
light machine.

Andre Courrèges’ 1964 “Space Age” collection introduced clean-lined tailored mini-skirts in bright colors with geometric shapes, squares, 
trapezoids and triangles. Models came adorned with boots, goggles and accessories in materials like plastic, metal and PVC, and sported 
tunic pant-suits at a time when women weren’t admitted into many restaurants in trousers. “Women of today are archaic in their appear-
ance, I want to help them coincide with their time”, the French designer told Life magazine. His creative innovation, commitment to 
execution and lack of nostalgia propelled Courreges’ work past the mere experimental into legitimate works of art. 
Words by VIVIANNE LAPOINTE

André Courrèges.

John
McEnroe.
“You cannot be serious!” howls an infuriated young McEnroe, 
his famous catch phrase at the Empire during a 1987 US 
Open match. For John McEnroe, hissy-fits were not rare, and 
delivered in the form of profanity, racket swinging, name-calling 
and pouting. But regardless of his aggressive, childish antics, 
McEnroe was one an extraordinary player. He emphasized the 
physics of the game rather than the traditional form. He was 
delicate with the racket, precise with his swings, and had an 
intuitive sense of space.
In 1984, he beat Jimmy Connors in the Wimbledon finals and 
played a game so impeccable that it was as much the beginning of 
the demise of his career as it was the highlight. The unavoidable 
realization that one cannot top perfection. More importantly, he 
was almost solely responsible for bringing the iconic ‘80s polo and 
sweatpant look to mainstream America.

Photography by FRANCO RUBBARTELLI 1968
VERUSCHKA wears a white nylon bikini, top and bottom held together 
with huge chain links, designed by Bill Blass; Brazil.

Photography by HENRY CLARKE 1962
Model in Göreme, Turkey, wearing fly-front yellow linen smock 
by Hannah Troy.

Raymond 
Loewy 
House.
Raymond Loewy described domestic life in his
Palm Springs retreat with a grin; at night, “the
scene resembles a blue lagoon in a desert oasis.”
A classic modernist villa, the photogenic Loewy 
House is a California design icon built by
local architect Albert Frey in 1946.
Forever enchanted by memories of the elite 
cocktail parties it hosted during the owner’s 
bachelor days. Guests enjoyed striking views of 
the desert while dipping their feet in a massive 
indoor/outdoor pool where the industrial de-
signer - infamous for designing the Coke bottle 
- liked to entertain beautiful women, work on his 
tan and reap the fruits of his restless labor.
Words by VIVIANNE LAPOINTE

Words by LAURA AUSTIN 

While the boundaries between sculpture and architecture are frequently blurred, for 
Agustín Hernández Navarro the two are conclusively interchangeable. The front run-
ner for what is known as “emotional” architecture, Hernández infused his work with 
inspiration drawn from Mexico’s rich Pre-Columbian history. His medium of choice 
for constructing his powerfully monolithic buildings was predominantly exposed 
concrete, as evident in his Heroico Colegio Militar, which depicts a super-scaled mask 
of the Mayan rain God overlooking Central square in Mexico City. 

Hernández’s aesthetic is a symbiosis of ancient spiritual thoughts and beautiful 
abstract form based on the trinomial. It is with this play of geometry and gravity 
that Hernández’s created one of his most important structures, which he also calls 
his workshop. Inspired local palapas during a stay in Acapulco, his concrete tower 
both defies gravity and is a calculated equilibrium. Constructed in a “T” form 40 
meters above the ground Hernández explains his sacred space, “This workshop fills 
everything I’ve searched on the architecture, structure, form and function are one. It is 
something that nature teaches us. Right from when we are designing a structure, that 
structure will give us space, different spaces, spaces that speak, some sing, others invite 
us to action, others invite us to rest… Anyway, the space takes hold of us, we him, if we 
are in a cubic room, we are nature, if we are in a spherical space, sphere ... we feel that 
symbiosis between man and space.”

Agustín 
Hernández 
Navarro

Heroico Colegio Militar, Mexico City 1975

Taller Augustin Hernandez

- Agustín Hernández Navarro

‘This workshop represents everything i’ve 
searched for in architecture : structure, form and 
function becomes one. A lesson from nature, the 
symbiosis between man and space.’  



ADVERTISING RATES

Mirage No.4: August 2014

1st Double Page Spread /12.000 E.
DPS Specified Position /10.000 E.

Page facing Contents / MastHead /10.000 E.
Regular Page /8.000 E.
Back Cover /13.000 E.

Advertorials on request

Advertising Contact 

Colour and Mono advertisements charged at same rate. All advertisement rates subject to VAT. Agency discount percentage 15% / 
Promotions requiring creative or production work payable in advance.

Mirage Magazine may reject an advertisement at its discretion. All advertisements must be recognisable with a trademark or the adverti-
sers insignia. Mirage Magazine is not bound by any conditions appearing in advertisements. Advertising materials received by Mirage are 
presumed accurate and approved for print. Artwork must be accompanied by a match print. Mirage Magazine will not be held respon-
sible for production errors. The advertising agency jointly and singularly assume the responsibility for payment and materials published in 
the Mirage Magazine at their discretion or on their behalf. All bookings must be accompanied by a written insertion order. Where space is 

booked but usable artwork does not reach the publisher by artwork deadline, space must be paid for in full.

Mirage Format:
230 x 300 mm

Copy Price:
25 E. 19 £  25$ 

Frank Rocholl
rocholl@miragemag.com

+49 (0) 69.606088 11
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